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Abstract
Experts code latent quantities for many influential political science datasets. Although scholars are aware of the importance
of accounting for variation in expert reliability when aggregating such data, they have not systematically explored either
the factors affecting expert reliability or the degree to which these factors influence estimates of latent concepts. Here
we provide a template for examining potential correlates of expert reliability, using coder-level data for six randomly
selected variables from a cross-national panel dataset. We aggregate these data with an ordinal item-response theory
model that parameterizes expert reliability, and regress the resulting reliability estimates on both expert demographic
characteristics and measures of their coding behavior. We find little evidence of a consistent substantial relationship
between most expert characteristics and reliability, and these null results extend to potentially problematic sources
of bias in estimates, such as gender. The exceptions to these results are intuitive, and provide baseline guidance for
expert recruitment and retention in future expert coding projects: attentive and confident experts who have contextual
knowledge tend to be more reliable. Taken as a whole, these findings reinforce arguments that item response theory
models are a relatively safe method for aggregating expert-coded data.
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Introduction
Many political science datasets use experts to code concepts that are difficult to directly assess (Bakker et al.,
2012; Buttice and Stone, 2012; Kitschelt and Kselman,
2012; Castles and Mair, 1984; Clinton and Lewis, 2008).
Although modeling rater-level bias and reliability when
aggregating codings is of clear importance (Johnson and
Albert, 1999; Maestas et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2010),
there has been little exploration of either the factors that
influence reliability in political science contexts or their
implications for model design. Such exploration is essential for both assessing the validity of data-aggregation
methods and determining criteria for expert retention and
recruitment.
Here we analyze potential correlates of expert reliability
in the context of a cross-national survey of political traits:
the Varieties of Democracy (V–Dem) Dataset (Coppedge
et al., 2018a), which employs a diverse body of over 3000
experts to code over 121 ordinal variables covering a

variety of regime traits from 1900–2017.1 This diversity of
experts and contexts provides an ideal laboratory for analyzing coder reliability.
We measure reliability using expert-specific discrimination (reliability) parameters from six randomly selected
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V–Dem variables. In the item response theory (IRT) context, reliability parameters represent the degree to which an
expert randomly diverges from other experts who code the
same cases; experts who code in patterns similar to those of
their peers receive higher reliability scores and thus contribute more to the estimation of the latent concept. This
operationalization aligns with classic definitions of reliability (Carmines and Zeller, 1979), as well as work examining
convergence among crowd-platform coders (Benoit et al.,
2016).
In this analysis, we regress these reliability parameters
on both expert coding behavior and demographic characteristics. Doing so provides insight into the degree to which
the prominent method for aggregating expert-coded data—
an IRT model that accounts for both variation in expert reliability and scale perception (Clinton and Lewis, 2008;
Pemstein et al., 2019)—provides substantively unbiased
estimates of latent concepts.
In general, we find a weak and inconsistent relationship
between reliability and expert characteristics. Most of these
null findings regard variables that could constitute problematic sources of bias in the the estimation procedure,
such as gender. The exceptions are intuitive. Reliable
experts tend to be those who: (a) are more confident in their
codings; (b) vary their codings; and (c) evince contextual
knowledge of an important concept. Cumulatively, these
findings indicate that IRT models incorporating expert reliability and scale perception parameters are a safe method
for aggregation.

Reliability in the V–Dem model
We use a modified version of the V–Dem measurement
model (Pemstein et al., 2019) to estimate expert reliability
for each of the six variables.2 This model derives from the
basic assumption that each expert r provides a coding of
the latent trait z in country-year ct with error, such that
y ctr = zct + ectr , ectr  N (0, σ r )

(1)

where y ctr is the expert’s perception of the latent trait, ectr
the perceptual error in each observation, and σ r the raterspecific error variance. The model resembles a standard
Bayesian ordinal IRT model (Johnson and Albert, 1999),
and recovers latent trait estimates as well as or better than
other standard methods for aggregating expert scores
(Marquardt and Pemstein, 2018). Equation 2 shows the partial likelihood.
Pr( yctr = k ) = φ ( γ r , k − β r zct ) − φ ( γ r , k −1 − β r zct )

(2)

φ is the normal cumulative distribution function and
yctr is the ordinal survey response of expert r for countryyear ct . We assume zct  N (0,1) .

Two sets of parameters in this model are of particular
importance. First, γ is a k -length vector of threshold
parameters for each expert r . These parameters model
variation in expert strictness, accounting for non-linearity
across the response scale.3 In doing so, they allow the
model to account for systematic biases in how experts
translate perceptions into ratings (differential item functioning, or DIF), a common concern in surveys involving
multi-rater judgment (Aldrich and McKelvey, 1977; Bakker
et al., 2014; Hare et al., 2015).
Second, β is a vector of expert-specific reliability
parameters. We model β r  N (1,1) , restricted to positive
values.
In IRT terminology, β is a “discrimination” parameter:
1 . Because σ is rater r ’s error variance, β measβr =
r
σr
ures reliability. After accounting for DIF through γ , experts
with higher β scores are those who stochastically diverge
less from other experts who code the same cases.4

Benefits of analyzing reliability
correlates
Analyses of potential reliability correlates provide a diagnostic of a measurement model. In the model we use,
experts with lower reliability scores contribute less to the
estimation of country-year latent traits, the parameters of
interest in most applications. Systematic biases that are
inconsistent with model assumptions—notably case-varying systematic differences across experts—will appear to
the model like random error, resulting in lower reliability
scores among experts who exhibit such biases. Although
certain coder characteristics—such as conceptual knowledge—should correlate with reliability, other traits should
not. Analyses of respondent-level reliability can therefore
provide insight into potential threats to validity by highlighting classes of experts for which selection procedures
and modeling assumptions do not effectively adjust for systematic bias.
A key example is gender. A majority of V–Dem experts
are men. If women systematically perceive a latent trait differently than men, and this systematic bias is not adequately
modeled through threshold estimates, women could receive
lower reliability scores even though their viewpoint is
equally valid. Such a result would indicate problematic bias
in the measurement process.
Analyses of reliability correlates also provide tentative
evidence regarding the characteristics of more reliable
experts, which may facilitate decisions on expert recruitment and retention. Although research stresses that expertise is important for data validity (Maestas et al., 2014),
potential correlates of intra-expert variation in this context
remain largely unexplored.
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Variables and descriptive statistics
Reliability
We analyze reliability ( β ) scores from six of the 121
expert-coded ordinal V–Dem variables over all expertcountry-year observations. Although the limited number of
variables means our analyses are not exhaustive, the diversity of variables coded militates against finding trends
across them; consistent trends are likely a function of a
relationship between reliability and certain correlates.
We randomly selected all six variables.5 We selected one
variable (Female freedom of discussion [v2cldiscw]) from
the set of gender-specific variables, because these are the
most likely cases for gender-based systematic differences
in reliability. We selected the remaining five from the set of
all Likert-scale expert-coded variables: (a) Executive oversight by non-legislature bodies (v2lgotovst), (b) opposition
Party autonomy (v2psoppaut), (c) the degree to which
officials offer Reasoned justification (v2dlreason) for their
decisions, (d) government Domestic autonomy (v2svdomaut) from other states, and (e) the level of Journalist
harassment (v2meharjrn).6
We use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to
estimate the IRT model for each of the variables included in
the analysis.7 MCMC methods generate samples from the
posterior distributions of model parameters; we use the full
posterior of reliability estimates across iterations of the
MCMC algorithm to account for measurement error.

Correlates of reliability
We discuss potential sets of reliability correlates in turn. All
variables related to coding characteristics regard the variable being analyzed; self-reported confidence and coding
variation variables use reduced data.8 Online Appendix C
presents descriptive statistics.
Demographics. Previous research illustrates that a rater’s
background can influence their perception of latent traits
(Cumming, 1990; Michael et al., 1980; Royal-Dawson and
Baird, 2009), and raters with greater expertise are more
reliable when rating complex or broad tasks (Schoonen
et al., 1997). We therefore include measures of education
and university employment, which indicate relevant expertise and thus potentially greater reliability.
We trichotomize education: experts with a (a) PhD
(reference level), (b) Professional degree such as a Master
of Business Administration or Doctor of Jurisprudence, or
(c) MA or lower. We analyze employment with four indicators: employees of a Public university (the reference
level), Private university, the Government, and Other
(non-governmental, non-academic employment). We separate public and private employment because experts in
the private sector may be more reliable, because they are
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potentially less susceptible to government pressure or
other incentives to provide biased estimates.
Because gender may influence reliability for reasons
previously discussed, we include the dichotomous indicator
Female. We also include the natural logarithm of a respondent’s Age . Finally, we include an indicator for Historical
coders, or those coders who coded data for a select set of
cases back to 1789. These coders are generally the sole
coder for pre-1900 data, which could mechanically affect
their reliability.
Knowledge. We a priori expect all experts to have a high
level of knowledge about the cases and concepts they code.
Equally knowledgeable experts should provide similar
coding patterns, although their codings may vary due to
DIF or case-level stochastic error. However, if some
experts know less about a concept or case, their codings
may vary in a fashion that is not attributable to DIF or
case-level stochastic error. For example, a less knowledgeable expert may miss changes in latent concept values. As
a result, less knowledgeable experts should receive lower
reliability scores.
Measuring knowledge is difficult in the absence of concrete data (e.g., responses to factual questions about a case).
We therefore use three proxies to measure different types of
knowledge. Because these proxies are not comprehensive,
results should be interpreted with caution.
We proxy lower case knowledge with an indicator for
experts who are Not resident in the country they are coding, assuming that residing in a country can provide an
expert experience with a case. We also measure both conceptual awareness and general knowledge. The indicator
Low awareness represents experts who reported in a postsurvey questionnaire that they do not consider electoral
democracy—a principle that underpins most definitions of
democracy—important to the broader concept of democracy. The indicator Low knowledge represents experts
who either consider (a) very democratic Sweden to be
non-democratic or (b) very non-democratic North Korea
to be democratic.9
Democracy in residence country. Experts living in democratic countries may have better access to information and
may thus be more knowledgeable than experts residing in
autocracies. They may also be less concerned by potential
government sanction, allowing them to more accurately
code sensitive concepts and cases. For both of these reasons, such experts may be more reliable. Democracy represents the average level of V–Dem’s electoral democracy
index from 2008 to 2017 for an expert’s residence country.
Confidence. Experts self-report their case-level Confidence
on a 0–1 scale, which we aggregate to an expert’s average
over a given variable. This measure provides a rough
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estimate of an expert’s knowledge about the variable they
are coding; experts who are generally not confident are
potentially signaling low knowledge.10 For the reasons
detailed in the previous section, lower knowledge could
result in lower reliability.
Attentiveness. Less attentive experts may be less reliable,
because they will be less sensitive to changes in latent traits
for the variables they code than more attentive experts. We
measure attentiveness with two sets of indicators. First,
because most countries vary in political traits, the degree to
which an expert varies their scores may proxy their attentiveness. Second, because expertise likely varies over time
and across countries, attentive experts should vary in selfreported confidence. We measure both variation in coding
and confidence with two indicators each. Coding variation
and Confidence variation indicate if an expert changed
their scores on either metric at least once. Because the
extent to which an expert varied their coding or confidence
may also be important for reliability, we also include Coding sd and Confidence sd to measure an expert’s standard
deviation on these metrics, with those who did not vary
coded as zero.
Volume. High coding volume may lead experts to overextend themselves, causing them to either be less attentive
or code cases and concepts with which they are less familiar. Such overextended experts may therefore be less reliable. We measure coding volume along three dimensions.
First, the natural logarithm of the country-years an expert
coded, Country-years. Second, the natural logarithm of
variables an expert coded, Variables. Third, although most
experts coded only one country, many coded several. We
include both Countries > 1 , which indicates an expert
who coded more than one country and Unique countries,
the natural logarithm of the unique countries they coded.
We include both measures in the model because the difference between coding one and two countries may be different from the difference between coding any number of
countries after two.

Results
We conduct analyses of each variable’s reliability scores
individually, regressing each posterior draw of reliability
parameters on the complete set of potential correlates.11
Given that some countries and years may be more difficult
to code than others, we include fixed effects for the coded
country and year in all analyses.12
Figure 1 presents coefficient estimates by variable, with
points representing the bootstrapped median coefficient
estimate and horizontal lines the 90% highest bootstrapped
density about this estimate. The vertical line aligns with an
effect magnitude of zero; we center the intercept at zero for
illustration purposes.
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Demographics. The difference between female and male
coders is generally low in magnitude and inconsistent
across variables, indicating the model does not erroneously
penalize female experts. Age and employment also show
little correlation with reliability. Respondents with a professional degree tend to have higher reliability than experts
with a PhD (the reference level) in four of the six variables
with a relatively high magnitude, although these estimates
are based on a relatively small number of experts; results
regarding experts with a Master’s degree or lower level of
education are ambiguous. Experts who code historical data
tend to be less reliable than other experts in four of the five
variables (there are no historical data for Reasoned justification), although this result may be a relic of differences in
the cases these experts code.
Democracy in residence country. Democracy shows an
ambiguous relationship with reliability, evincing little relationship in four of the six variables and contradicting signs
in the remaining two.
Knowledge. Experts who show a lack of general knowledge
are less reliable than other experts in four of the six variables,
and slightly more reliable in the remaining two; the magnitude of this relationship is generally small. The remaining
knowledge measures (Not resident and Low awareness)
show little consistent relationship with reliability.
Confidence. In five of the six variables, self-reported confidence shows a positive correlation with reliability; in the
remaining variable there is little evidence of a relationship.
Attentiveness. Variation in coding shows the most consistent results in these analyses: in all variables, experts who
varied more in their coding tend to have higher reliability
than their peers who varied less. However, results regarding the difference between those experts who did not vary
their codings and their peers are inconsistent, which may
be due to the relative lack of variation in latent concept
levels in some cases across variables. Variation in selfreported confidence shows little correlation with expert
reliability.
Volume. Neither the number of country-years an expert
coded nor the number of variables they coded shows a relationship with reliability in any variable. Results regarding
the number of unique countries an expert coded are inconsistent; volume and reliability are uncorrelated for two variables, negatively correlated for three variables, and
positively correlated for one variable.

Predicted reliability
The coefficient plots also show a high level of uncertainty
in the intercept, which indicates they may be misleading in
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Figure 1. Bootstrapped posterior coefficient estimates of correlates of reliability.

Intercept estimate centered at zero for illustration purposes. Models include country and year fixed effects.

terms of the substantive importance of reliability correlates.
Figure 2 presents the predicted reliability of experts with
different characteristics across variables. Points represent
the bootstrapped predicted median reliability for experts

with given certain demographic or coding characteristics,
holding all other correlates constant at their mean or
mode.13 The range represents each variable’s posterior
median range of reliability scores.
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Figure 2. Posterior bootstrapped predicted reliability of experts with different characteristics.
Models include country and year fixed effects.

As Figure 2 makes clear, once we incorporate overall
posterior uncertainty into the assessment, the substantive
relationship between the correlates of reliability and this
outcome is generally minimal. The main exceptions to this
rule are Confidence, Low knowledge, and Coding variation, which retain their relatively strong correlation with

reliability. In four of the six indicators, experts with high
average confidence are more reliable than those with lower
confidence, and experts with low knowledge tend to be
less reliable. Across all variables, experts who vary their
coding are more reliable than those who do not or do so
minimally.
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Conclusion
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The analyses in this paper assess the correlates of expert
reliability in the context of cross-national panel data. Most
potential correlates show little substantive relationship with
reliability; these null results provide evidence that the IRT
model is well specified in this context and, more generally,
that IRT models are a safe method for aggregating expertcoded data.
The most notable exception to this rule regards coding
variation, which is positively correlated with reliability.
This result provides a simple heuristic for evaluating
respondents to expert surveys: of those experts who vary
their codings, those that vary the most will tend to be most
reliable. Other results are more tentative, albeit intuitive:
lower conceptual knowledge and lower confidence predict
lower reliability. This suggests that expert-coding enterprises should endeavor to recruit experts who have knowledge of the concepts they are coding and are confident in
their knowledge.
This paper also suggests directions for further research.
Although the analyses here focus on expert-level correlates of reliability, they provide tentative evidence that
task difficulty also matters: the country and year being
coded explains a great deal of variation in reliability
(Online Appendix Table E.1), and the distribution of reliability scores varies substantially across questions (Online
Appendix Figure C.1). Although it is important to not
overinterpret these results, future scholarship would do
well to probe them.
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Notes
1. For details regarding the recruitment of V–Dem experts, see
Coppedge et al. (2018b).
2. We do not pool variables in the estimation process because
scales and reliability may vary substantially.
3. Each threshold γ k for expert r is hierarchically clustered:
first by thresholds for experts who were recruited to code
the same main country, then by a universal threshold. The
first cluster rests on the assumption that experts with experience in similar countries will have similar patterns of DIF,
whereas the second facilitates identification.
4. See Online Appendix A and Pemstein et al. (2019) for additional details. Note that reliability is not necessarily the
same as accuracy (Maestas et al., 2014); assessing accuracy
directly is an impossible task in this dataset, given there is
no concrete reference point for coding accuracy of latent
variables.
5. To increase the applicability of our results to other expertcoded datasets (Bakker et al., 2012), we also analyze two
additional variables that measure concepts related to government ideology. Online Appendix F presents the results from
these analyses, which largely align with those in the article.
6. For additional details on the variables, see the V–Dem
Codebook. All variables are based on five-point Likert scale
questions, with the exceptions of Domestic autonomy and
Reasoned justification, which have three and four points,
respectively.
7. We conduct all analyses using the statistical software Stan
(Stan Development Team, 2018). See Online Appendix B for
additional details.
8. We reduce data to regimes—country-year observations
where at least one expert changes their coding or selfreported confidence—in the estimation process to prevent
inaccurate estimates of uncertainty (Pemstein et al., 2019).
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9. Experts rank 12 countries on a 0–100 scale, with high scores
representing more democracy; a score on either side of 50
indicates democracy versus non-democracy.
10. Many experts provide a static value of one for their confidence, and average confidence may vary due to factors
unrelated to the underlying construct. We account for the
first concern with the indicator Confidence variation. As
regards the second concern, gender is perhaps the most
likely confounding variable; Online Appendix D explores
this possibility.
11. Online Appendix H presents results from analyses that
only analyze the relationship between the correlates and
the posterior median, whereas Online Appendix G provides
analyses that (a) only include coding characteristics and
(b) only include expert characteristics from the post-survey
questionnaire.
12. Models with only country and year fixed effects explain a
fair amount of variance, with bootstrapped posterior median
R 2 values ranging from 0.16 to 0.22 (Online Appendix E).
13. In the case of continuous correlates, we plot predicted values
at their second and fourth quantile (“low” and “high”); for
those variables that include a dichotomous indicator (unique
countries coded; variation in coding and confidence), we
report the relationship between the dichotomous indicator
of variation (Two countries coded, No coding, and No confidence) and High and Low estimates based on the quantiles of experts who show variation (the exception is unique
countries, because most experts who coded more than one
country coded only two).
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